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Introduction
The Ministry of SaskBuilds and Procurement is responsible for managing the government portfolio of
space under its stewardship. Part of this responsibility entails taking a leadership role in ensuring space
efficiency principles have been considered in the strategic planning process. SaskBuilds is committed to
an ongoing educational effort to identify and share best practices in space management.
One best practice in space management is setting accommodation targets for an organization. They
should be designed and applied to ensure program delivery needs are met without prejudicing
economic effectiveness. Targets will help in the planning of space that:




is appropriately sized;
meets user requirements in a cost-effective manner; and
ensures all facilities are used to their best advantage.

The Accommodation Guidelines presented focus on general purpose office space and are used:




to rethink opportunities for space efficiency and effectiveness;
to provide the tools in setting space allocation and utilization standards for individual
ministries and agencies; and
to apply a consistent approach to determine space requirements.

The target for general purpose office space is 18.6 square meters per full-time equivalent (FTE) office
staff.
The components that make up this amount may vary by ministry depending on program delivery needs.
This document reviews guidelines to consider in order, to meet the overall office space target.
Application of this office space target relates to:



All accommodation under the authority of Treasury Board (GRF groups);
Accommodation owned or leased by the Ministry of SaskBuilds and
Procurement;
 Opportunities in upgrading, significantly changing or new development of office
accommodation space;
 The lease renewal process for leased office accommodation;
 Development of medium to long term office accommodation plans; and
 Reviewing existing office space allocations to recapture underutilized areas.
Many current allocations exceed the target of 18.6 m2 per FTE office staff; however as
opportunities arise as described above, SaskBuilds will work with each ministry or agency to help
achieve the target.
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A. Measure of Space Efficiency
One performance measure of an efficient general-purpose office space is usable area per full time
equivalents office staff. This measure may be referred to as utilization rate or density.
18.6 usable square metres per FTE (200 usable square feet per FTE) is the targeted utilization rate for a
ministry’s overall space allocation of general-purpose office space per office building location. This
target amount is comparable to some jurisdictions1 and private sector organizations.
It is certainly possible to achieve lower than the target density amount through various space
management strategies. However, when the target is exceeded, SaskBuilds will work with the ministry
to include the rationale in their request to Treasury Board. It is noted a small stand-alone office of under
500 m2 having limited to no opportunities of joint use of support space with other ministries and or
agencies is one example where the target may be difficult to achieve.

CRITERIA FOR REQUIREMENT DETERMINATION
The overall average utilization rate is calculated based on the following:
Total required usable area components [including staff workspaces
and support spaces, like meeting rooms, specialty space, storage
and internal service (i.e. corridors)].
DIVIDED BY
Total Full Time Equivalent [FTE] Staff
* Support space dedicated to a ministry (like meeting rooms and conference rooms) but shared with
three or more ministries or agencies is not included in the above calculation. This is to encourage
sharing of support space resources between ministries and agencies where possible.

1

Public Works Government Services Canada, Ontario Realty Corporation, U.S. General Services Administration
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Other Considerations
The density rate of 18.6 usable m2 per FTE, as the target, will assist ministries to determine the space
required for their general-purpose office space at each office building. This target will enable the
ministry to consider how space will be utilized in the most efficient manner for effective program
delivery.
The density measure is one of many used to evaluate the building efficiency and cost effectiveness and
is not the only measure considered in an accommodation decision. The actual area allocation may not
match the generated area requirement due to building inefficiencies – i.e. large columns, small floor
plate, etc. For more comprehensive evaluations of space-use and other cost measures will be
considered as well, like cost per rentable square metre and cost per person.

B. Measure of Effectiveness
Measuring an effective workplace environment is evaluated on how well the space supports the
program’s mission and program delivery objectives. Even though government, as one organization,
overall has homogeneous goals and general office space demands, each ministry delivers various
programs with differing functions, strategies, and organizational practices. The occupied space does
affect program delivery effectiveness. Thus, principles of evaluating effectiveness of the work
environment should be developed by each ministry. The following are the primary principles applied
and considered in these accommodation targets.




C.

Employee Support – Employees will be treated equitably and provided with healthy, safe and
accessible office workspaces.
Program Support – Office workspaces will be designed to support effective program delivery.
Value for Money – Maximizing value for money will be a goal of all space decisions.

Setting a Target

The overall allocation of space is standardized at a target of 18.6 per usable m2 per FTE. However,
what components go into this allocation may differ by ministry.
The typical components of the overall general-purpose office space include:



Component 1 – staff workspaces,
o allocation based on classification levels
o allocation based on functional needs
Component 2 – support space
o general office and equipment open area space,
o specialty rooms/areas and
o internal service (i.e. secondary circulation and/or corridors).

Space standards by ministry are a systematic way to allocate space components consistently.
SaskBuilds’ officials will work with each ministry to establish, document, and apply a set of standards
that support the ministry’s program delivery with the overall utilization/density rate of 18.6 usable m2
per FTE as the target.

Setting ministry specific standards should be consistent with the ministry’s mission and mandate
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needs, goals and objectives of service delivery, where work is conducted, information technology
requirements, how information and knowledge is processed and communicated and work patterns to be
encouraged, to name just a few.
The next steps include drilling down to identify the sizes of the required spaces. Also taking into
consideration the scheduling of when and how often the support spaces are likely needed and which
can be shared by reasonably sized populations in the organization.

D. Component One – Staff Workspaces
Staff workspaces may be assigned one of two ways or through a combination of classification level of
the position or functional requirements of the job.
The job demands within the workspace should be considered and include, but not limited to, frequency
and size of meetings, frequency of telephone work, amount of paper work, privacy needs – acoustics,
security and/or visual, storage, etc.
A combination of closed office workspaces and cubicle and open office workspaces is a viable and
flexible solution for many organizations.
Limiting the amount of workspace sizes and configuration is easier to administer and allows for
improved standardization of fewer systems furniture pieces for ease of future change.
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a. Allocation Based on Classification Levels
One approach is the allocation of typical workspace sizes based on similar employee
position classification levels. Individual workspaces have historically been allocated for
Saskatchewan Government staff as noted below. These workspaces are not an entitlement
to staff. The sizes of workspaces do not necessarily address the work being performed.
This methodology of allocating staff space based on position level results in less remaining
support space following the 18.6 m2 per FTE overall space allocation.
Areas in m2
MK-UP

TOTAL

PSC

MGMT

In-scope

Out-of-scope

Standard Staff
Workspaces2

CODE#

Area of
workspac
e in m2

Mark-up
for
circulation

Gross
Usable
Area

Deputy Minister Office

SF3971

39.7

2.8

42.5

24.2

2.5

26.7

23.2

4.7

27.9

SF1860

18.6

4.2

22.8

SF1391

13.9

3.6

17.5

SF1390

13.9

3.6

17.5

Standard Office

SF1110

11.1

3.3

14.4

Standard Cubicle – open

SF0740

7.4

2.7

10.1

Drafting Station – open
Clerical Workspace –
open

SF0840

8.4

0.0

8.4

SF0540

5.4

0.0

5.4

Deputy Minister
Secretary Area
Assistant Deputy
Minister Office
Executive Director
Office
Director / Manager
Office
Double Occupancy
Office

2

Classification Levels

NET

SF2420
SF2320

Deputy
Minister
DM Secretary/
reception area
ML/PL 11, 12A
& 12B
ML/PL 9-10
Level
12-13

Level 711
Level 56

ML/PL 7-8

ML/PL 2-6
ML/PL 1

Level 14

See the Glossary of Terms on page 17 of this document.
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b. Allocation Based on Functional Needs
Another approach is the allocation of a workspace based on identifying typical workspace sizes and
similar functional needs. The functional approach is selecting workspaces that fit the work being
performed. Examples of standardizing workspace based on function are identified below:

Functional Assignment

Workspace
Type
Closed
Office Type
A
Closed
Office Type
B

Closed
Office Type
C

Open
Workspace
Cubicle
Type D

Open
Workspace
Cubicle
Type E
Open
Workspace
Cubicle
Type F

Space Allocation

(see Appendix (2) for example layouts)

Net M2

Frequent meetings with up to four others and/or
requiring confidentiality, security, visual and acoustical
privacy. Typical assignment for Deputy Minister or
equivalent.
Frequent meetings with up to two others and/or
requiring confidentiality, security, visual and acoustical
privacy. Typical assignment for Assistant Deputy
Minister, Director, senior position in charge of a
regional or district office or equivalent.
Frequent meetings with up to two others and/or
requiring confidentiality, security, visual and acoustical
privacy. Typical assignment for position involved with
counseling, human resources management or other
sensitive situations requiring ongoing visual and
acoustical privacy.
Concentrated multi-source paperwork: compiling
information, reading, writing, analyzing, calculating and
referencing multiple sources of material, allows for
manual and automated drafting functions. Typical
assignment for managerial, professional or technical
staff.
Multi-task paper intensive work: telephone work,
keyboarding, filing, sorting documents, handling mail,
editing, operating equipment, scheduling, receiving
visitors. Typical assignment for secretary and
administrative support staff.
Specific, task-oriented work, focusing on data input
into electronic media. Typical assignment for clerical
and data-entry staff.

22.5

*Total
m2
26.1

13.9

17.5

9.3

11.6

9.3

12.6

6.5

9.8

4.5

7.8

*TOTAL includes NET area of closed office or open workspace cubicles plus a mark-up for circulation.
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E.

Open Office Landscaping

Systems furniture is typically used to create the open workspace environment, which means panels, not
walls, surround staff workspaces. Systems furniture is part of an effective solution to creating flexibility,
promoting air quality, increased natural light penetration throughout and reducing costs of future
renovation.
It forms part of the total solution, meaning, the entire space should be treated as a system. Decisions
on panel height for privacy, color and texture of materials for aesthetics and durability, lighting for
general and task functions, ceiling height and ceiling tile selection for acoustics, etc. are a few of many
considerations in creating a functional, safe and healthy open office environment.
Along with the expertise of the SaskBuilds’ Accommodation staff, design consultants, and other
resources, such as the “Workstation Design for Organizational Productivity” by the National Research
Council Canada, will provide practical advice based on scientific research findings for the design and
management of effective open-plan offices.

F.

Component Two – Support Space

These spaces directly serve offices as an extension of the activities that occur in workspaces.

a. Open Area Support Space
This space component is often referred to as open area support space. It accounts for files,
equipment, storage, etc. that are shared with and accessible to staff.
Some of these items may be required to be located outside but adjacent to an individual’s
workspace due to work requirements of the position. In this case, the items were not accounted for
in the area calculation for staff workspace.
Other types of open support space may include general work areas, libraries, coffee counters and
reception areas.
The following list includes examples of typical space planning allowances for office support
functions. These include the size of the component and access space for secondary circulation.
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Examples of Typical Space Allocation and
Functional Assignment
Filing Cabinet

Plan Cabinets
Storage Shelf Units

General Work Area
Reference Library
Photocopier Area

Allow 1.0 m2 per typical vertical filing cabinet with access.
Allow 1.2 m2 per typical lateral filing cabinet with access (see
Image 1 below).
Allow 1.5 m2 per plan storage cabinet.
Allow up to 1 m2 per typical shelving unit either freestanding or
within storage rooms for actively accessed storage requirements.
Typical size of a shelving unit is 12” x 36”. This allows for 0.72 m2
access in front of shelving unit.
Allow up to 5 m2 for functions such as mail sorting, computer
equipment, facsimile machine, etc.
Allow up to 1 m2 per shelving unit.
Allow 5 m2 per reading and work table
Allow 5 m2 for standard photocopying requirements to include
paper storage and work surface.
Allow 1.5 m2

Printer – Standard on
Floor
Fax – Standard on Floor Allow 1.5 m2
Recycle Station
Allow 1 station of 2.78 m2:
• per 30-FTE ministry; or
• per floor, where ministries each have less than 30 FTEs.
Coffee Counter/Nook
Allow 1 counter/nook of 1.85 m2:
• per 30-FTE ministry; or
• per floor, where ministries each have less than 30 FTEs.
Additional Furniture or Measure width multiplied by (depth + 0.6 m2). For secondary
Equipment
circulation, add 0.6 m to any other face requiring access for
standing & 1.0 m2 for sitting.

Image
1:Typical lateral file cabinet with access
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RECEPTION AREAS:
Area in Square Metres
Description
Net Area
Markup
Total
1. Full function reception area
9.9
0.0
9.9
Includes: 3 visitors chairs, 2 pamphlet racks, and coffee table, with no counter.
2. Each additional reception chair

1.4

0.0

1.4

3. Small waiting area
3.6
Includes: 2 visitors chairs, and one small table.

0.0

3.6

BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS:
1. Reception waiting area requirements are determined primary based on the program's functional
needs.
CRITERIA FOR REQUIREMENT DETERMINATION:
1. Criteria for provision of a full time three-seat-reception area:


The space will be utilized by more than 20 FTE office staff; or

2. Criteria for provision of a full time small two-seat-waiting area:


The space will be utilized by more than 10 FTE office staff; or

3. Criteria for provision of a full function reception area larger than three seats:


The space will be utilized by more than 40 FTE office staff and the total number of seats will
not exceed 15 percent of total FTE staff.

4. Space allocation based on functional needs; e.g., visitor / customer traffic, security
requirements, reception activities, etc.
RECYCLE STATION:
Allow 1 station of 2.78 m2:
 per 30-FTE ministry; or
 per floor, where ministries each have less than 30 FTEs.
BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS:
1. Prior to allotment of space, ensure the building has a recycling operation.
2. This allotted area may be combined to create a specialty room / area.

b. Specialty Rooms / Areas
These spaces are typically enclosed spaces (walls to the ceiling) like various types of meeting rooms,
photocopy rooms and storage rooms.
An opportunity to share this type of space within a ministry or with other ministries is an efficiency
Accommodations Guidelines
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measure to be considered, if feasible.
For meeting space, allocation can be based on the average hours of use per week or on population
criteria. Both are outlined below.
MEETING ROOMS – Allocated based on hours of use per week
Hours considered and typically used if staff workspaces are allocated based on classification level
approach.
Description
8 Seats
12 Seats
16 Seats
20 Seats
24 Seats
28 Seats
32 Seats
36 Seats
40 Seats
44 Seats
48 Seats

Net Area
18.4
25.5
32.5
39.9
48.5
58.0
65.0
72.4
79.7
86.8
93.9

Area in Square Metres
Markup
Total
0.0
18.4
0.0
25.5
0.0
32.5
0.0
39.9
0.0
48.5
0.0
58.0
0.0
65.0
0.0
72.4
0.0
79.7
0.0
86.8
0.0
93.9

ASSUMPTIONS:
1. Markup area is not provided; meeting rooms are assumed to be accessed from public corridors.
If the meeting room is accessed from within the tenant space, then a mark-up for circulation
must be added.
2. Conference rooms should be used at least 25 actual hours of usage per week to justify.
3. The smallest size meeting room is eight seats; and then increased by four seat increments.
4. A part-time requirement is a space need with less than six full working days or 48 hours per month.
CONSIDERATION FOR REQUIREMENT DETERMINATION:
1. Consider where the program’s minimal functional needs may be met.
2. Consider sharing accommodation by more than one part time requirement.
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MEETING ROOMS – Allocated based on population
Population considered and typically used if staff workspace has been allocated on a functional needs
approach.3

Private meeting room (2 people)
Very small meeting room (3 – 5 people)
Small meeting room (6 – 8 persons)

Net m2
4.5
11.15
13.9

Total m2 with
mark-up
6
14.4
17.5

Standard meeting room (8 – 10 persons)

16.7

19.0

Medium meeting room (10 – 12 persons) – Encourage
access from public corridor
Large meeting room (16 – 18 persons) –
Encourage access from public corridor
Very large meeting room (20 – 24 persons) –
Encourage access from public corridor
Meeting rooms in excess of 24 persons –
Encourage access from public corridor

22.3

25.9

29.7

34.5

44.6

51.7

1.86 m2 per
person

*

Meeting Room Size Guidelines

EMPLOYEE BREAK ROOM – Population is again considered and may be provided in an open office
concept.
Break Rooms
10 staff or less (this would be an open area)

Net m2
4.6

Total m2 with
mark-up

11 to 20 staff

11.15

14.4

21 to 30 staff

13.9

17.5

31 to 40 staff

16.7

19.0

41 to 50 staff

18.0

20.9

1.3
For every 10 staff over 50 add 1.3 m2
e.g. 100 staff = 18 + (5 x 1.3) = 24.5 m2
* Secondary Circulation guidelines are approximately 25 percent of Net m2

*

SECONDARY CIRCULATION: –
Usable footprint area required to access workspaces and is allocated based on open or enclosed
spaces as follows.

3

Government Office Space Standards, page 31, January 8, 2001 (revised December 10, 2008), Province of British
Columbia
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Secondary Circulation

Total m2 mark-up

Open area workspaces

3.25 ea

Rooms 16.7 m2 or less

2.30 ea

Rooms more than 16.7 m2

16% of ea

PHOTOCOPY ROOMS:
Description
1. Regular photo copying/fax room or,
small photo copying/fax room
with office supplies
2. Regular photo copying/fax
with office supplies

Area in Square Metres
Net Area
Markup
Gross
7.4
2.7
10.1

11.1

3.3

14.4

BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS:
1. Where possible the photo copying services are to be shared among client agencies and within their
organizational units.
2. The area should preferably be located adjacent the building core with adequate ventilation.
3. Confirm the size of equipment and accesses required for the equipment when determining room
dimensions.
TENANT MAIL ROOMS:
An allowance of 11.15 m2, if required:
• typically one room per building, consider room to be shared if building has multiple ministries
BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS:
1. Exact size will be determined primarily based on the ministry’s functional needs and the number of
employees the mailroom may serve.
STOCK ROOMS:
An allowance of 13.9 m2, if required:
• typically one room per building, consider room to be shared if building has multiple ministries
• may be integrated with the mail room
BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS:
1. Exact size will be determined primarily based on the ministry’s functional needs and the number of
employees the room serves.
2. Ideally locate on the main floor for easier deliveries.
3. May need to consider the floor loading depending on the type of shelving units and items stored
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G. General Space Planning Guidelines
The following are guidelines4 to consider when determining space standards and subsequent planning:
 In order to create flexibility, promote air quality, increase natural light penetration and reduce costs,
limit the number of enclosed offices to 45 percent or less of the total workspaces on a floor.
 Closed office workspaces may be provided to senior managers (e.g., director level and above) and
positions, which conduct continuous (e.g., on a daily basis for at least three to four hours during the
day) confidential meetings. The supervision of staff and/or occasional confidential meetings is not
usually considered sufficient cause for an enclosed office. The provision of meeting rooms and
shared quiet rooms is a more efficient and functional solution.
 Closed office workspaces should be positioned on the building core and provided with glazing to
receive natural light. Systems partitions or walls should be 1.65m (65") or lower in height.
 Ministries should consider co-locating, in order to share support spaces and equipment to reduce
costs.
 Plan space so that short-term space requirements are isolated from longer-term requirements to
enable future space reductions.
 To promote open workspace planning, quiet rooms can be provided for small group meetings and
work requiring privacy, for example teleconferencing. To provide maximum functionality as shared
workspaces, quiet rooms should be equipped with furniture, computer equipment and
communication connections.
 To create flexibility, apply a modular approach to planning; i.e., plan spaces, which are compatible
with building grids. Most existing facilities are built on a five foot by five-foot grid.
 Plan the size of smaller support spaces so that they can be interchangeable with workspaces for
people.
 Standardize workspace furniture so that, when moves occur, only people need to move.

H. Accommodation Planning Process
The accommodation planning process happens when the client ministry is considering:


4

Opportunities in upgrading, significantly changing or new development of accommodation space;

Office Space Standards and Guidelines, page 11, Revised February 2007, Northwest Territories Canada
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Renewal of leased accommodation;
Development of medium to long term accommodation plans; and /
or
Reviewing existing space allocations to recapture underutilized areas.

The client ministry representative is to contact the Planning Manager in
the respective accommodation region.
Karlie Stewart, Saskatoon & North Region @
306-933-6148
Jodi Srochenski, Social Services and SE Region @
306-590-6833
Anita Schiller, SW Region @ 306-787-6939
Lana Luzny, Regina Region @ 306-798-1481
Wanda Paul, Regina Region @ 306-798-1478

The Planning Manager works with the ministry client representative to document requirements based
on the ministry’s standard and an overall utilization/density area target to 18.6 usable m2 per FTE. If
there is not a specific component standard, the Planning Manager will work with the ministry to go
through the process of developing one.
Requirements, accommodation options and cost estimates will be developed by SaskBuilds in
consultation with the ministry client representative and provided to each ministry for review. If a
tenant improvement or space plan project is to proceed out of this planning work, the process will then
proceed through to formalizing the concept with scope, estimates and time projections, funding
approval, an accommodation space and services agreement, and subsequent project delivery phases.

Glossary of Terms
Accommodation - a site and building space that is capable of occupancy by a client.
Planning Manager – SaskBuilds’ staff person providing accommodation services to the client through
development of program space requirements, investigation of options, assistance in securing
approvals, development of budget, facilitation of design and processing contracts/billing.
Accommodation Space and Services Agreement, (ASSA) - SaskBuilds’ contractual document for space
and services provided to its client(s).
Best Practices - organization processes, practices or methods where one or more of the following
applies:
produces superior results,
leads to exceptional performance,
Accommodations Guidelines
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recognized by an industry expert,
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deemed so by an organization's clients, and/or
is clearly a new or innovative use of personnel, resources, or technology
Best Practices are those specific business processes that work for one organization and create ideas,
options, and insights for other organizations.
Building Efficiency, in:
 Planning: how well the facility serves the accommodation needs of the tenant(s)
 Energy: a measure of energy usage compared to a similar facility
 Design: how well the floor plan utilizes the available accommodation
Component - a single object that occupies or shares a footprint of space. It may or may not require a
circulation mark-up to utilize.
Concept is the first phase in the project life cycle. During this phase the need, opportunity or problem is
confirmed, the overall feasibility of the project is considered and a preferred solution identified. The
business case for the project will be produced in this phase.
Density - a measurement of office space utilization in area per person. The measure of space is usually
in usable square meters, but is occasionally rentable meters.
Effective - on purpose, producing the intended overall result with an optimized balance over the whole
context; requires broad generalist awareness of the whole, rather than the narrow focus required to
create local efficiency, hence often contrasted with efficient.
Efficient - 'doing more with less', creating the maximum result with the minimum use or wastage of
energies and resources in a specific activity or context.
Closed Office or Room - a room with four-sided, floor to ceiling enclosures using, drywall, demountable
or removable partitions.
Frequency - number of uses occurring within a specific period.

Full Time Equivalent (FTE) - a measurement of paid hours to employees divided by the standard number
of hours of a full-time employee would be paid in a year. One person working full-time for a year would
equate to one FTE, as would twelve people each working one month. The FTE measurement is applied
to all forms of employment: permanent; non-permanent; Order in Council; employees hired under
ministerial assistant contracts and personal service contracts. Paid hours include regular time as well as
paid overtime. The measurement is only applied to the Executive Branch of Government and does not
include Crown corporations, judges or staff of the Legislative Branch of Government.
Function - used in the determination of client space requirements: a group of components, typically in a
room or workspace, .i.e. Office, Classroom, Shop, Laboratory, etc.
General Office Space - office space used to accommodate general administrative functions (workspace,
support, and circulation space) and does not require special design and construction because of other
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special program delivery activities. General office space can usually be reallocated between ministries
and agencies with minimal changes required.
Mark-Up - incremental space required to use/operate a component (furniture or equipment) in addition
to the footprint area necessary to accommodate the individual component. In addition, the area
required to access a function i.e. an office, classroom, shop, laboratory etc.
Open Office Landscaping - office layout that integrates function, aesthetics, acoustics, lighting and
placements characterized by freestanding panels and systems furniture rather than private offices.
Open Workspace or Area - an area with no enclosures or two to three enclosures below ceiling height
using screens or panels.
Rentable Area - the pro rata portion of the entire office floor, excluding elements of the building such as
vertical ducts, shafts for public elevators, or public stairwells that penetrate the floor to areas below, or
that penetrate the ceiling and extend down to the floor. The rentable area of a floor is fixed for the life
of a building and is not affected by changes in public corridor sizes or configuration. The rentable area of
a floor shall be computed by measuring the inside finished surface of the dominant portion of the
permanent outer building walls, excluding any major vertical penetrations of the floor.
Secondary Circulation - includes internal corridors and walkways required within the usable area of a
tenant or department, required for access and egress to / from all assignable areas.
As a note, primary circulation describes main foyers and corridors accessing space on multi-tenant floors
or the functional equivalent for full-floor occupants.
Scope - a description of the functions of the entire project, which sets out the quantity, quality and
physical location of work to be performed.
Space Management - the sum of all sequential methodical activities aimed at efficient and effective
provision, of the amount of space required for organizational needs.
Space Plan Project - a project to relocate one or more agencies in order to manage accommodation in
the most cost effective manner for overall government, taking into consideration other projects and
client space requirements.
Space Planning - the process of analyzing current and future accommodation needs relative to existing
or proposed physical assets (i.e. type, condition, size, capacity, etc.) usually leading to the creation of a
space plan project(s).
Space planning also includes identifying types of program activity and determining the appropriate
values relative to size, capacity, utilization rates, etc. (See space requirements.)
Space Requirements - reflects the amount of usable space required by a client to conduct its business or
perform its function. Usually includes the amount of area required for people, furniture and equipment,
area for accessing the furniture and equipment, and for any other area. Areas for public access and
common building services are not identified in the space requirements.
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Space Standards - a documented standard allocation of square meters to each position or function
within an organization. It is used as a basis for doing a space requirement projections as well as a tool to
control actual allocation of space in many organizations.
Storage Area - space suitable only for the storage of materials and equipment and not for occupancy by
personnel, by virtue of inadequate lighting, finishes, environmental controls, power, access, egress, or
ceiling height.
Strategic Plan - a disciplined effort to produce fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide
an organization’s future and develop the necessary procedures and operations to achieve that future:
define a target audience and a set of goals and objectives; plan and design coordinated strategies with
evidence of success; logically connect these strategies to needs, assets, and desired outcomes; and
measure and evaluate the process and outcomes. These can be both financial and non-financial i.e.
revenue targets, client satisfaction levels, etc. A strategic plan is designed to translate high-level
financial and non-financial information into actionable activities. These goals can then be "pushed
down" to the appropriate level to provide planning guidance.
Support Space - in a space requirements projection, space for functions other than workspaces occupied
by staff. It is generally shared space containing furniture, equipment or materials used by a ministry.
For example, photocopier rooms, file cabinets, meeting rooms, coffee counter, reception spaces, etc.
These shared spaces are located near the people that use them on a regular basis and may be enclosed
or open depending on the type of equipment and the work performed in them.
Tenant Improvements Project - any change to basic accommodation required by the Client to allow
occupancy and to ensure it meets their program needs. Examples of Tenant Improvement projects
include:
the provision and installation of: fixed program equipment;
support services required to accommodate program equipment;
interior partitioning (or changes to interior partitioning in accommodation occupied prior to
start-up) required to separate areas of the basic accommodation; or
replacement of carpet if required before expiration of its normal life
Usable Area - denotes the number of square meters in an owned or leased building that is actually
usable by a ministry. It does not include accessory areas such as washrooms (accessible to all occupants
on the floor), janitor closets, electrical and telephone closets, public corridors and elevator lobbies.
Corridors within the boundaries of a ministries’ space are included in the usable space.
Utilization - a rate of access or usage, usually measured in time or area.
Workspace - typically the square footage dedicated to supporting the tasks of a single worker, measured
to the centerline of any normal enclosing walls or panels or open depending on the confidentiality,
security, visual and acoustical privacy requirements of the job. In some instance, workspaces are
designed to be shared between two or more workers.
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Appendix 1

Space Requirement Form

Overall Summary - 11/9/2010

2 of 6

Building Summary
Project:
Customer:
Administrative/ Support Space

Date:
Prepared By:
(m2)

Total FTE's

0.0

Staff Area

0.0

Reception Area

0.0

Coffee Counter/ Nook

0.0

Recycle Station

0.0

Reference Library

0.0

Applicable Area Reduction

(m2)

Specialized/ General Use Equipment

0.0

Circulation Mark-up

0.0

Special Function Program Area
SharedMailroom

0.0
0.0

0.0

Shared Stock Room

0.0

Shared Meeting Rooms

0.0

Total Usable Area Requirement (A)
Overall Utilization Rate

0.0

(m2/FTE)

(m2)

Shared Conference Rooms

0.0

Meeting Room

0.0

Total Area Reduction (B)

0.0

Employee Break Room

0.0

Photocopy Room

0.0
0.0

Total Dedicated Usable Area (A+B)
Utilization Rate (m2/FTE)

0.0

Storage

Dedicated Ancillary Functions

Circulation Mark-up

0.0

0.0
SaskBuilds

(m2)

Mail Room*

0.0

Stock Room*

0.0

Network closet

0.0

ConferenceRooms*

0.0

Shared Meeting Rooms

0.0

CirculationMark-up

0.0

* no markup, assume access from corridor

0.0

Special Function Area cont.

Approved:

(m2)

Unique Program Requirements

CirculationMark-up

0.0
Overall Summary - 11/9/2010
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Project:

Date:

Customer:

Prepared By:

Special Considerations/ Requirements
Anticipated Program Duration:
Security:
Adjacency Requirements:
Locational Requirements:
Special Program Equipment:
(requires building system
support)
Furniture:
Parking:
Data:
Electrical:
Mechanical:
Lighting:
Floor Loading:
Wall Loading:
Other:
Other:

Overall Summary - 11/9/2010

4 of 6

Project:
Customer:
Prepared by:
Date:
Assumptions
Ministry to be located on multiple floors?

# of Floors =>

Mail room required?

Yes or No? =>

Stock room required?

Yes or No? =>

Government Services Target Maximum = 18.6 m2/ FTE Preliminary
Requirement based on FTE's = 0 m2

Individual Unit Requirements (includes
Special Function area)

Total

Total
Employees

0

Gross Usable
Area (m2)

Utilization Rate

0.0

Total FTE's

0.0

General Space Requirements (m2)

0.0

Individual Unit Requirements Total (m2)

0.0

Total Gross Usable Area Requirement (m2)

0.0

Utilization Rate (m2/FTE)
Applicable Area Reduction

Yes or no?

Area Reduction for Special Function Program area

0.0

Area Reduction for shared Mailroom

0.0

Area Reduction for shared Stock Room

0.0

Area Reduction for shared Meeting Rooms

0.0

Area Reduction for shared Conference Rooms

0.0

Total Area Reduction

0.0

Total Dedicated Usable Area (m2)

0.0

Utilization Rate (m2/FTE)

NSR - 11/9/2010
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Area Requirements
Administration/ Support Space Requirements
Staff Workspace can be determined based on Position, Function or a combination of the two. Enter each employee once.

Staff Workspaces
Each
workspace

Position Based Workspace

(net usable m2)

# Permanent
FTE's

# Non-Perm

# Contract

# Visiting

Totals

Deputy Minister Enclosed Office

39.7

0

0.0

Assistant Deputy Minister Enclosed Office

22.5

0

0.0

ML/PL 11-12

22.5

0

0.0

ML/PL 9-10

18.6

0

0.0

ML/PL 7-8

PSC Level 12-13

13.9

0

0.0

ML/PL 2-6

PSC Level 7-11

11.1

0

0.0

ML/PL 0-1

PSC Level 5-6

7.4

0

0.0

PSC Level 1-4

5.4

0

0.0

13.9

0

0.0

0

0.0

Double office
Drafting station

8.4
Employee Total =>

Net usable Area =>

0

Circulation Mark-up =>

0

Space Allocation

Function Based
Workspace

Enclosed Type A

0

Functional Description

# Perm FTE's

Net m2

Frequent meetings with up to four others and/or requiring
confidentiality, security, visual and acoustical privacy. Typical
assignment for Deputy Minister or equivalent.

Totals

22.5

0

0.0

13.9

0

0.0

9.3

0

0.0

Open Type D

Concentrated multi-source paperwork: compiling information,
reading, writing, analyzing, calculating and referencing multiple
sources of material, allows for manual and automated drafting
functions. Typical assignment for managerial, professional or
technical staff.

9.3

0

0.0

Open Type E

Multi-task paper intensive work: telephone work, keyboarding, filing,
sorting documents, handling mail, editing, operating equipment,
scheduling, receiving visitors. Typical assignment for secretary and
administrative support staff.

6.5

0

0.0

Open Type F

Specific, task-oriented work, focusing on data input into electronic
media. Typical assignment for clerical and data-entry staff.

4.5

0

0.0

Enclosed Type B

Enclosed Type C

Frequent meetings with up to two others and/or requiring
confidentiality, security, visual and acoustical privacy. Typical
assignment for Assistant Deputy Minister, Director, senior position in
charge of a regional or district office or equivalent.
Frequent meetings with up to two others and/or requiring
confidentiality, security, visual and acoustical privacy. Typical assignment
for position involved with counseling, human resources management or
other sensitive situations requiring ongoing visual and acoustical privacy.

Employee Total =>

Net Usable Staff Space
Circulation Mark-up
Gross Usable Staff Space

NSR - 11/9/2010

0

Net usable Area =>

0.0

Circulation Mark-up =>

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

4 of 6

Open Area Support Space
Coffee Counter/ Nook
Population based area

1.9

0.0

0.0

Per 30-FTE per ministry

Floor based area

1.9

0.0

0.0

1 per floor if each ministry has less than 30 FTE

Net Usable Area =>
Circulation Mark-up =>

0.0
included

Recycle station
Population based area

2.8

Floor based area

2.8

0.0

0.0

Per 30-FTE per ministry

0.0

0.0

1 per floor if each ministry has less than 30 FTE

Net Usable Area =>
Circulation Mark-up =>

0.0
included

Net Usable Open Area Support Space
Circulation Mark-up

0.0

GrossUsable Open Area Support Space

0.0

Dedicated Ancillary Functions

Employee Break Room

Net Area

Quantity

2

Total
(m2)

(m )
10 staff or less (this would be an open area)

4.6

0.0

0.0

11 to 20 staff

11.2

0.0

0.0

21 to 30 staff

13.9

0.0

0.0

31 to 40 staff

16.7

0.0

0.0

41 to 50 staff

18.0

0.0

0.0

For every 10 staff over 50 add 1.3 m2

1.3

0.0

0.0

Photocopy Room

Net Usable Area =>

0.0

Circulation Mark-up =>

0.0

Net Area

Quantity

2

Total
(m2)

(m )
Regular photo copying/ fax room or small
photo copying/ fax room with office supplies

7.4

0.0

0.0

One copier room for every 50 employees;
stockroom available

Regular photo copying/fax with office
supplies

11.1

0.0

0.0

One copier room for every 50 employees; no
stockroom

Net Usable Area =>

0.0

Circulation Mark-up =>

0.0

Net Usable Dedicated Ancillary Functions
Circulation Mark-up

0.0
0.0

Gross Usable Dedicated Ancillary Functions

0.0

NSR - 11/9/2010
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Central Service Functions
IF SHARED WITH THREE OR MORE MINISTRIES
The following functions will be deducted from the total area to calculate efficiency measure.
Net Area

Service Function

Quantity

(m2)
Mail Room (no markup)

11.5

Stock Room (no markup)
Network closet

(m2)
0.0

0.0

13.9

0.0

0.0

5.0

0.0

0.0

Net Usable Area =>
Circulation Mark-up =>
Conference Rooms - usage should be 25 hours
/week

Total

Net Area

Quantity

0.0
included
Total

(m2)

(m2)

8 Seats

18.4

0.0

12 Seats

25.5

0.0

16 Seats

32.5

0.0

20 Seats

39.9

0.0

24 Seats

48.5

0.0

28 Seats

58.0

0.0

32 Seats

65.0

0.0

36 Seats

72.4

0.0

40 Seats

79.7

0.0

44 Seats

86.8

0.0

48 Seats

93.9

0.0
Net Usable Area =>

0.0

Circulation Mark-up =>
included
Hours considered and typically used if staff workspaces are allocated based on position level approach
Usage should be at least 25 hours per week
Shared Meeting Rooms

Net Area

Quantity

2

Total

(m )

(m2)

Medium meeting room (10 – 12 persons)

22.3

0.0

Large meeting room (16 – 18 persons)

29.7

0.0

44.6

0.0

44.6+

0.0

Encourage access from public corridor

Very large meeting room (20 – 24 persons)
Meeting rooms in excess of 24 persons
Number of persons over 24

1.86

0.0
Net Usable Area =>

0.0

Circulation Mark-up =>
0.0
Population considered and typically used if staff workspaces are allocated based on funtional need approach

Net Usable Central Service Function
Circulation Mark-up

0.0
0.0

SaskBuilds Usable Central Services

0.0

Functions
Total Area Requirement (excludes staff component)

0.0
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Examples of Offices, Workstations and Meeting Rooms
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